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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Internet of Things describes the growing number of intelligent
objects that are being connected to the Internet. Industrial Internet (GE),
the Internet of Everything (Cisco) and Smarter Planet (IBM) all describe
essentially the same concept—a growing universe of Internet-connected
devices expected to create new business efficiencies, new revenue streams
and new business opportunities. These devices are also expected to bring a
range of new security and risk challenges to the enterprise.
According to Gartner, the number
of connected devices (excluding PCs,
tablets and smartphones) will increase
nearly thirtyfold from 2013 to more
than 26 billion units by 2020. Research
firm IDC anticipates that there will be
as many as 28 billion IoT devices by
2020, up from an estimated 9 billion
today. These devices are expected to
deliver an overall global economic value
add of $1.9 trillion, of which 80% will
be derived from services.

The objective of this study is to evaluate
the emerging impact of IoT devices on
the enterprise. Because the security risks
associated with smartphones, tablets and
laptops are relatively well understood,
the study focuses on IoT categories that
are already a part of enterprise networks
as well as new devices that are expected
to hit an adoption inflection point over
the next 24 months.

According to NIST, “These systems are
at the heart of our critical infrastructure
and form the basis of our future smart
services. These devices promise increased
efficiency and interaction between computer networks and the physical world.”

Tripwire sponsored a study of 404 IT
professionals and 302 CISO, CIOs and
director level IT Management in the

Many Internet enabled devices are
already part of enterprise and business
networks. Routers, switches, printers,
scanners and video equipment already
make up a significant percentage of
enterprise networks. Industrial controllers, process controllers, medical devices
and SCADA devices are already in wide
use by a variety of critical infrastructure
industries. Consumers are adopting
wearable and smart home devices;
some of these are beginning to appear
on enterprise networks. As IoT devices
become embedded in the everyday lives
of consumers and businesses, the security and risk challenges associated with
these devices will become more complex.
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY AND
DEMOGRAPHICS

DEVICE TYPES
Printers, 3D printers, scanners
Routers, firewalls, modems, switches
Video equipment (cameras, projectors,
smart TVs)
Smart meters
VOIP phones
Smart appliances (refrigerators, coffee
makers, vending machines etc.)
Sensors (badge readers, physical
security)
Wearable devices (smart watches, Google
Glass, headsets, etc.)
Controllers for lights or HVAC
POS devices
Industrial controllers

retail, finance and energy industries in
the U.S. and the U.K. to better understand their relative level of confidence
in the basic security of IoT devices
already in use, as well as their confidence and visibility into coming IoT
risks. Since some of the security risks
from IoT devices is expected to come
from employees that work from home,
Tripwire also surveyed 603 employed
consumers who work from home in the
same in critical infrastructure industries.
The survey was conducted by Atomik
Research.
KEY FINDINGS:
»»Employed consumers who work from
home already have an average of 11
IoT devices on their home networks,
and 47% of these devices can be controlled using a smartphone or tablet
app
»»24% of employed consumers admitted
they have already connected at least
one of these devices to an enterprise
networks
»»67% of executives said that business
efficiencies will force them to adopt
IoT devices in spite of the security
risks, but only 37% of CSOs expect
to receive additional funding to mitigate these risks in the next 12 to 24
months
»»IT professionals have limited confidence in the secure configuration of
IoT devices already on their networks;
less than half are confident in the
secure configuration of the most
common devices types, and less than
20% are confident in the secure configuration of newer, less common IoT
device types

EMPLOYED CONSUMERS AND IOT
DEVICES: SILENT RISK
Employed consumers who work from
home report that they already have an
average of 11 IoT devices on their home
networks. Of these home-based IoT

Employed Consumers: How many smart devices do
you have currently connected to your home network?
2.0

devices, 47% can be controlled with
an app from a smartphone or tablet,
devices that are frequently targeted with
malware. The most common devices,
are printers (27%), routers (22%), video
equipment (20%) and gaming consoles
(14%).
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24% of consumers admitted to connecting a personal smart device (excluding
laptops and cellphones) to a corporate
network and most consumers said they
are only “somewhat” concerned with the
security of these devices.
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Employed Consumers: Which devices are you most
concerned about being targeted by cybercriminals?
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Some 71% of employed consumers are
“very concerned” about the security of
home routers, switches and firewalls
but relatively unconcerned about other
IoT devices. For example, only 22% of
respondents said they’re concerned about
their printers being targeted by cybercriminals and just over a quarter (26%)
said they are concerned about video
equipment, even though these devices
have many reported vulnerabilities and
are commonly controlled by smartphone
and tablet apps.
Enterprise security risks arising from
“cross contamination” of employee home
networks is a serious concern. Threequarters (75%) of employed consumers
routinely access email or company
documents from their home networks;
consumers working in financial services
were most likely to access corporate
documents. This risk appears to be most
serious for enterprise organizations; more
than eight in ten respondents (81%)
working in firms with an annual turnover over $500 million routinely access
email or company documents from their
home networks.
One quarter of employed consumers
admitted they have already connected
a personal IoT device to their corporate
network, while half of the respondents in
firms have done this.
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“It’s far more likely that employees will
be infected with malware outside the
enterprise,” said Craig Young, security
researcher for Tripwire. “Employees
routinely use smartphones and tablets
on untrusted networks. They down load
suspicious apps from third party app
stores and then connect to the corporate
network over cheap home routers with
dubious firmware. These devices are now
used to control and charge IoT devices,
which are not designed with security in
mind. The risk of cross contamination
from home networks can be very serious
unless enterprises strictly enforce security controls. Unfortunately, most people
assume that VPNs solve all remote
connection problems and this is just not
true.
Many of IoT devices plug into computers
via USB for charging and USB is a very
common attack vector. It’s quite easy to
imagine IoT malware designed to exploit
know vulnerabilities in USB.
While consumer focused IoT devices
present minimal direct risk to the enterprise, many of them connect back to a
vendor’s infrastructure via the Internet
to store user data. Successful attacks
against these backend infrastructures
could provide attackers with user credentials and other information that
could enable them to gain a foothold
into an employee’s home network. From
there it’s entirely possible to for an
attacker to install keyloggers or other
malware designed to steal the user credentials necessary to log onto corporate
networks. In general, people seriously
underestimate how easily attackers can
move around inside networks once they
gain access.”

IOT IN THE ENTERPRISE RISKS

63% of C-level executives said they
expect business efficiencies and productivity to force them to adopt IoT devices
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Have you ever connected personal smart devices
(excluding laptop, smartphone) to your
corporate network?

All Employed Consumers

1–249 Employees

250–999 Employees

Yes
No

1,000–1,999 Employees

2,000+ Employees

regardless of the security risks. In spite
of these business pressures, most executives are relatively unconcerned with the
security risks associated with IoT devices. Only 27% of executives said they are
“very concerned” about the security risks
associated with IoT. Finance executives
are more concerned (36%) but 40% of
retail executives said they are “not at all
concerned” with IoT security risks.

Not surprisingly, IT professionals are
more concerned about IoT risks than
executives. Those working in mid-sized
firms seemed most concerned with the
security risks associated with IoT devices, with 43% of those working in smaller
firms saying they are “very concerned.”
41% of those working in smaller firms
said they are “not concerned” with IoT
risks. IT professionals who work in IT
operations (44%), risk or audit (39%)
and security (50%) as well as CISOs

Are you concerned about the security risks associated
with IoT connected to your enterprise network?

US Executives

Very concerned

UK Executives

Somewhat concerned

Not concerned at all

(32%) and CSOs (32%) were most likely
to be “very concerned.” Only 22% of
respondents working in firms with more
than 2,000 employees said they were
“very concerned.”

Are you concerned about the security risks associated
with IoT connected to your enterprise network?

All Executives

Finance Execs

Very concerned

Retail Execs

Energy Execs

Somewhat concerned

Not concerned at all

Are you concerned about the security risks associated
with IoT connected to your enterprise network?

All IT Roles

IT Operations

Very concerned

Risk and Audit Professionals

Somewhat concerned

Not concerned at all

Are you concerned about the security risks associated
with IoT connected to your enterprise network?

All Executives

Very concerned

CISOs

Somewhat concerned

CSOs

Not concerned at all

Less than half of executives believe
that IoT devices have the potential to
become the most significant security
risk on their network, but those working in finance (53%) and energy (52%)
expressed the most concern. US executives are slightly more concerned about
IoT security risks (48%) than their UK
counterparts (44%).
Those working in mid- to large-sized
businesses seem most aware of the risks
associated with IoT devices. 59% of
those working in midsized and large
firms saying the security risks associated
with IoT devices have the potential to
become the most significant security risk
on their network.

Security

When asked if they have the security
technology necessary to adequately evaluate the security of IoT devices, 21% of
IT professionals and 23% of executives
said they have “no visibility” into current
protection levels. This is particularly
interesting as only 30% of IT professionals believe that their company has
the technology necessary to adequately
evaluate the security of IoT devices.
“It’s not at all surprising that executives have a very different view of IoT
security risk than IT professionals,” said
Chris Conacher, Security Development
Manager at Tripwire. “Executives view
security risk in the context of all business risk and in comparison to some
other types of risk, security may seem
relatively low. IT professionals are constantly evaluating risks and often have
a hard time expressing the potential
impact of security risks unless it is a
doomsday scenario,”

Enterprise of Things
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C-Level executives were particularly
pessimistic about IoT security. Only a
quarter said their firms are 100% protected while 23% admitted they have
“no visibility” into protection levels.
Retail executives were the least confident
in their ability to adequately evaluate the
security of IoT devices.
When asked which category of IoT
devices IT professionals were most concerned about, 44% identified routers,
firewalls, modems and switches as their
area of greatest concern, while 24% were
concerned about the secure configuration printers, 3D printers and scanners.
In most other categories of IoT devices
where consumer adoption is still low, IT
professionals did not express significant
concern. Nearly a third (32%) were
not concerned about cybercriminals
targeting any of the IoT devices on their
networks.
IT professionals from the financial
industry were most concerned across
the board with security risks from IoT
devices and retail IT professionals were
least concerned. More than half (52%)
of finance professionals said they were
concerned about routers, firewalls,
modems and switches being targeted
by cybercriminals and were generally
more concerned about the security risks
associated with all other device groups
when compared with respondents in
energy and retail industries. Only 16%
of finance professionals said they aren’t
concerned that any of their IoT devices
will be targeted by cybercriminals, compared with 34% of those working in the
energy industry and 46% of those working in retail.
Conacher continued, “IoT presents
a huge new enterprise attack surface
because all types of consumer devices
are frequently connected to laptops,
phones and tablets, which are then
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Do you have the technology necessary to adequately
evaluate the security of IoT devices?

IT Professionals

Executives

100% protected

75% protected

50% protected

25% protected

No visibility into protection

Do you have the technology necessary to adequately
evaluate the security of IoT devices?

All Executives

100% protected

Finance Execs

75% protected

50% protected

Energy Execs

25% protected

Retail Execs

No visibility into protection

connected to corporate networks. For
these reasons IoT adoption will increase
enterprise attack surface. IoT devices
will make it easier for attacker to gain
access to corporate networks because
we aren’t increasing security controls
around devices connecting to enterprise
networks.

valuable data locked up and the rest
doesn’t matter. Both of these lines of
thinking are wildly incorrect. In fact,
attackers deliberately target businesses
with weaker security, and once inside the
network they are able to find and steal
valuable data.”

The reason that many enterprises are
relatively ‘unconcerned’ about security
isn’t because they think they have solved
the security problem. It’s because they
mistakenly believe they don’t have any
data worth taking or they have the

IT professionals expressed limited confidence in the in secure configuration
of many common devices on enterprise
networks. Only 47% were confident in
the secure configuration of printers, 3D

IOT AND SYSTEM HARDENING

printers and scanners and only 42% were
confident in the secure configuration of
routers, modems, firewalls and switches.
27% said they were not confident in the
secure configuration of any IoT devices
on their network. Those working in
finance expressed the greatest confidence
in secure configuration. Compared with
energy and retail, only half as many
financial respondents said they were “not
confident” in the secure configuration of
any IoT devices on their network compared to those in the energy and retail
industries.
The largest organizations were the least
confident in the secure configuration of
devices on their networks; 43% of those
working in companies that generate
more than $1 billion said they are not
confident, compared with 22% of those
working for firms that generate less than
$5 million.
When asked which security controls
they are using to protect IoT devices,
network segmentation (41%) as well as
detailed log and event alerts and analysis
(45%) were the most broadly used. IT
professionals also use continuous vulnerability scanning (39%) and device
quarantine (34%). When asked, less
than half of employed consumers said
their employers have a security policy
that applies to employee home networks.
However, those organizations that do
have a home network security policy,
enforce it. Those working in finance are
the most likely to have a home network
security policy and the smallest organizations surveyed (1-249 employees) were
the least likely to have security policies
(21%)
“The reality is that there is relatively
little guidance on how to configure
peripheral network devices and there is
a surprising lack of configuration standards for everything else, especially IoT,

Which IoT devices are you most concerned about
All IT Professionals

Finance IT Professionals

Energy IT Professionals

Retail IT Professionals

Printers/ 3D
printers/
scanners
Router,
firewalls,
modems,
switches
Video
equipment

Smart
meters

VOIP
phones

Smart
appliances

Sensors
(badge
readers)

Wearable
devices

Controllers
for lights
or HVAC

POS
devices

Industrial
controllers

None of
the above
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ICS and SCADA devices,” said Adam
Montville, SCM analyst for Tripwire
and co-chair of the Security Automation
and Continuous Monitoring working
group of the IETF. “While DISA and
CIS provide good information on how
to configure operating systems, firewalls, switches and other major network
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components, there is a surprising lack of
configuration standards for everything
else. This lack of resources contributes
to an overall lack of confidence in
secure configuration management and
dramatically limits the use of automation to validate and maintain secure
configurations.”
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Overall, energy IT professionals lacked
significant confidence in the secure
configuration of IoT devices on their
networks. One third of energy respondents were not confident in the secure
configuration of any device on their
network. In spite of the recent increase
in cyberattacks against energy organizations, only 8% of energy IT professionals
were concerned about cybercriminals
attacking industrial controllers and
88% were not confident in their secure
configuration.

IOT SECURITY AND BUDGET

In spite of their lack of confidence in
the secure configuration of IoT devices,
61% of IT professionals don’t expect to
receive additional budget to reduce the
security risks associated with IoT devices. IT professionals in finance (52%) are
more likely to expect additional budget
than those in other industries. Only
37% of CSO respondents expect to
receive additional budget to reduce IoT
security risks. US respondents were more
confident (47%) in new budget allocation than those in the UK (41%).
Of those respondents who expect to
receive additional budget, most don’t
expect to see additional allocations
for a minimum of 12 months. This is
particularly true in the UK where 58%
of respondents say they wouldn’t receive
budget for at least one to two years.
Almost three-quarters (73%) of audit
and 71% of security respondents believe
that this extra budget is more than 12
months away.
Only 61% of C-level executives said they
are able to confidently communicate
the security risks of IoT devices with
the board. Those in the US (70%) are
clearly more confident when it comes to
communicating these risks than those in
the UK.

Are you confident in the secure configuration of
the IoT devices on your organizations' network?
All IT Professionals
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Retail IT Professionals
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“IoT is definitely an emerging risk for
the enterprise,” said Ken Westin, security
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All IT
Professionals

Senior
Management
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analyst for Tripwire. “The reality is that
consumer IoT devices are not designed
to be secure; they are designed to be easy
for consumers to use.

IT Professionals: Which security controls are you
currently using to protect IoT devices?
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IoT has the potential to expand
enterprise network attack surface significantly, and these risks are likely to show
up first with remote workers. Today
enterprises don’t have good visibility into
the security risks associated with home
networks and as these devices proliferate
these problems will become more acute.”
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CONCLUSION

Do you expect to receive additional budget to support
expanded security reduce the security risks associated
with IoT devices?

All IT Professionals

Yes

Finance IT Professionals

Energy IT Professionals

No

risks associated with IoT devices to the C-suite and
corporate board?

All Executives

CIO

CISO

Yes
No

CSO

Retail IT Professionals

More than half of the executive level
respondents said that the deployment of
IoT devices is ahead of the technology
necessary to protect them. 71% of executives believe that the security needed to
secure IoT devices is at least 12 and as
much as 24 months behind the deployment of these devices.
“IoT is just another form of BYOD,”
said Dwayne Melançon, vice president of
engineering and chief technology officer
at Tripwire. “Don’t just say ‘no’ to your
employees, and don’t waste time thinking that you’re going to ‘stop’ employees
from connecting their devices to the
corporate network directly or indirectly.
Ultimately, we won’t be able stop the
tide of IoT devices so we’ll have to figure
out how to manage them when they
appear. Instead, get out in front of this
trend and figure out ways to contain the
access these devices have, so their impact
is minimal when they join the network.
Find out why people want to connect
these devices—and then put controls in
place that minimize the unknown. Our
objective should be to put together policies that make it easy for people to do
the right thing and hard for people to do
the wrong thing.”

Director

Enterprise of Things
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When do you expect to receive additional budget to
support expanded security to protext IoT devices?

All IT Roles

Security

Within the next 12 months

12 to 24 month from now

24 to 36 months from now

More than 36 months

Risk and Audit
Professionals

How far behind is security technology?

All Executives

US Executives

UK Executives

12 months

24 months

36 months or more

Security will never catch up with
technology innovation
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ABOUT TRIPWIRE

Tripwire is a global leader of IT security
and compliance automation solutions.
Based in Portland, Oregon we develop,
market and sell information technology
solutions that provide security and compliance automation. Founded in 1997
our software and hardware products provide organizations control over physical
and virtual IT infrastructure.
Our areas of expertise range from
enterprise threat protection software
for real-time detection of advanced
threat indicators and early indicators of
compromise to enterprise security configuration management comprised of a
selection of award-winning solutions and
services that deliver accurate, fast results.
Our solutions are about looking at the
big picture but not forgetting the details.
We understand that protecting your
business means understanding your critical business assets and their risk which
is why we have created services such as
enterprise security intelligence software
and cloud security solutions so you can
protect every corner of your network,
wherever you are.

Tripwire is a leading provider of advanced threat, security and compliance solutions that enable enterprises, service providers and government agencies to confidently detect, prevent and respond to cybersecurity threats. Tripwire solutions are based
on high-fidelity asset visibility and deep endpoint intelligence combined with business-context, and enable security automation through enterprise integration. Tripwire’s portfolio of enterprise-class security solutions includes configuration and
policy management, file integrity monitoring, vulnerability management and log intelligence. Learn more at tripwire.com. u
u
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